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Made In Biesse

When competitiveness 
means growth
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The market demands 
 
a change in manufacturing processes, enabling 
companies to accept the largest possible 
number of orders. This is coupled with the need 
to maintain high quality standards whilst offering 
product customisation with quick and defined 
delivery times. 
 

Biesse responds 
 
with high-tech, innovative solutions for nesting 
operations. Skill Plast FT is the Biesse solution for 
any flat table work. The highly flexible work surface 
and innovative loading and unloading systems makes 
the Skill extremely reliable and competitive in the 
market.  
 
Maximum product personalisation.
 
Exceptional finish quality. 
 
Ability to handle both large and small panels of 
varying thickness. 
 
Long term reliability and precision.
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A single processing 
centre for all types 
of machining 
operations

NC processing centre
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Biesse provides solutions for the processing of 
materials for the packaging, visual communication, 
building and industrial sectors, processing expanded 
and compact plastics, composites and cardboard.

Maximum product 
personalisation
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Maximum precision in any type of 
process thanks to the Tangential/Os-
cillating Blade, the specific tool unit 
for processing plastic and composite 
materials. The titanium components in 
the cutting unit guarantee extreme reli-
ability and long life over time. It can be 
supplemented with a camera accesso-
ry to manage print markers, an option 
particularly suited for the graphic arts 
sector. The camera can also be used 
with the milling unit.

Exceptional 
finish quality
A dedicated team with specific skills in the sector 
designs and creates highly technological solutions to 
meet the needs of operators who process advanced 
materials.

The Tangential / Oscillating unit can 
accommodate various size blades de-
pending on the type of material being 
processed.
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A complete  
range of 
aggregates  
for all machining  
operations.

Electrospindles up to 32000 rpm  
for high performance.

Electrospindles, boring heads and aggregates are designed and manufactured for 
Biesse by HSD, the global leader in the mechatronics sector.

Biesse uses the same high-tech 
components for all machines in the Skill 
Plast FT range.
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The only solution for performing milling and cutting 
operations  on technological materials.  
The tangential/oscillating blade, coupled with a 
camera for reading print markers, supports the full 
processing of materials for the graphic arts industry.  
The precision and quality of Skill's technology 
support the perfect execution of all machining 
operations typical of a processing centre. 

Performance 
without limits
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The high technological content of the world’s 
most popular machining centres meets 
the requirements of operators who process 
technological materials.  A perfect combination 
of Biesse innovation and Italian genius.
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The double X-axis motorisation sup-
ports high speeds and accelerations 
whilst ensuring high quality finish and 
precision.

Automated lubrication is an option that 
ensures the continuous lubrication of 
the machine's main moving parts with-
out the need for operator intervention.

Long term reliability 
and precision
Skill FT has a robust and well-balanced structure, 
designed to handle demanding machining 
requirements without compromising product quality.
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Reduced tool 
changeover time

Up to 24 aggregates and tools availa-
ble in the magazine. No operator inter-
vention is required between machining 
operations.

Reduction of tool change set-up time 
and of operator error, thanks to the 
contact pre-setter, which automatical-
ly determines the length of the tool.
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Advanced work table technology to ma-
chine panels of different types and sizes 
with the utmost reliability.

Vacuum modules freely positionable on 
the FT work table without the need for 
dedicated connections.

Ability to handle both 
large and small panels 
of varying thickness

The large number of sizes available enables 
operators to process all standard panel di-
mensions required for nesting.

Skill Plast FT 1224
Skill Plast FT 1536 
Skill Plast FT 1836 
Skill Plast FT 2231 
Skill Plast FT 2243
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Multi-zone technology able to concen-
trate the vacuum in smaller areas of the 
work table where required, in order to 
hold smaller components and reduce 
vacuum loss.

Maximum panel security thanks  
to an advanced distributed  
vacuum system within the  
work table.
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bS

Watch the bSolid ad at: youtube.com/biessegroup

bSolid is a 3D cad cam software pro-
gram that supports the performance 
of any machining operation thanks to 
vertical modules designed for specific 
manufacturing processes.

Planning in just a few clicks, with endless possibilities.

Simulating machining operations to visualise 
the component prior to manufacturing as well as 
providing guidance for the planning phase.

Virtual prototyping of the component to avoid  
collisions and ensure optimal machine efficiency.

High-tech becomes 
accessible 
and intuitive
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bSolid

bSolid
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Configuration

Milling unit from 6  
 to 19.2 kW.

Tangential / Oscillating blade.

5.4 kW horizontal milling 
unit.

10 tool boring unit.

Multi-function, with 360° 
rotation.
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A-weighted surface sound pressure level (LpfA) 
during machining for operator workstation on 
vane-pump machine Lpa=83dB(A) Lwa=106dB(A) 
A-weighted sound-pressure level (LpA) for operator 
workstation and sound power level (LwA) during 
machining on cam-pump machine Lwa=83dB(A) 
Lwa=106dB(A) K measurement uncertainty dB(A) 4

The measurement was carried out in compliance with UNI EN 848-3:2007, UNI EN ISO 3746: 2009 (sound 
power) and UNI EN ISO 11202: 2009 (sound pressure levels at workstation) during panel machining. The 
noise levels shown are emission levels and do not necessarily correspond to safe operation levels. Despite 
the fact that there is a relationship between emission and exposure levels, this may not be used in a reliable 
manner to establish whether further measures need to be taken. The factors determining the exposure level 
for the workforce include length of exposure, work environment characteristics, other sources of dust and 
noise, etc. i.e. the number of other adjoining machines and processes. At any rate, the above information will 
enable the operator to better evaluate dangers and risks.

The technical specifications and drawings are non-binding. Some photos may show machines equipped with optional features. Biesse Spa 
reserves  the right to carry out modifications without prior notice.

X CE Stand Alone Y CE Stand Alone H H MAX

mm mm mm mm

Skill Plast FT 1224 5222 4482 1979 2247

Skill Plast FT 1536 6465 4782 1979 2247

Skill Plast FT 1836 6465 5052 1979 2247

Skill Plast FT 2231 6585 6174 1964 2361

Skill Plast FT 2243 7768 6174 1964 2361

X Y Z Milling Z Blade cut

mm mm mm mm

Skill Plast FT 1224 2465 1260 120 100

Skill Plast FT 1536 3765 1560 120 100

Skill Plast FT 1836 3765 1875 120 100

Skill Plast FT 2231 3100 2205 120 100

Skill Plast FT 2243 4300 2205 120 100

Working dimensions

Working fields

Technical specifications

X/Y/Z axis speed 60/60/20 m/min

Vector speed 84.8 m/min
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Service & Parts
Direct, seamless co-ordination of service 
requests between Service and Parts.
Support for Key Customers by dedicated 
Biesse personnel, either in-house and/or at 
the customer's site.

Biesse Field engineers in Italy and worldwide.

Biesse engineers manning a Teleservice Centre.

Certified Dealer engineers.

Training courses in a variety of languages every year.

Biesse Service
Machine and system installation and commissioning.

Training centre dedicated to Biesse Field engineers, subsidiary and 
dealer personnel; client training directly at client's site.

Overhaul, upgrade, repair and maintenance.

Remote troubleshooting and diagnostics.

Software upgrade.
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87%
95%

100

500

The Biesse Group promotes, nurtures 
and develops close and constructive 
relationships with customers in order 
to better understand their needs and 
improve its products and after-sales 
service through two dedicated areas: 
Biesse Service and Biesse Parts. 

With its global network and highly spe-
cialised team, it offers technical ser-
vice and machine/component spares  
anywhere in the world on-site and 24/7 
on-line.

of downtime machine orders fulfilled within 24 hours.

of orders delivered in full on time.

spare part staff in Italy and worldwide.

orders processed every day.

Biesse Parts
Original Biesse spares and spare kits customised for different 
machine models.

Spare part identification support.

Offices of DHL, UPS and GLS logistics partners located within the 
Biesse spare part warehouse, with multiple daily pick-ups.

Order fulfilment time optimised thanks to a global distribution 
network with de-localised, automated warehouses.
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In

How

Where

With

We
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1 industrial group, 4 divisions 
and 8 production sites

€ 14 million p/a in R&D and 200 patents registered

33 branches and 300 agents/selected resellers

customers in 120 countries: manufacturers of furniture, 
design items, and door/window frames, producers of com-
ponents for the building, nautical and aerospace industries

3000 employees throughout the world
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